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Information
The conference will take place in Talbot Hall, with refreshments served in the Lyttleton
Room and lunches in the Monson Room.
The conference dinner will take place on Saturday at 20.00 in the Monson Room.
Please see the map of the college in the delegate packs for the location of these venues.
v
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PROGRAMME
Friday 14 June
14.00: WELCOME ADDRESS
Helen Barr (Lady Margaret Hall, University of Oxford)
Joe Davies (Lady Margaret Hall, University of Oxford)
14.30–16.30 SESSION 1: IDENTITY
Chair: Matthew Head (King’s College London)
Clara – Robert’s Posthumous Androgyne
Roe-Min Kok (McGill University)
The Young Prophetess in Performance
Amanda Lalonde (University of Saskatchewan)
Creativity, Performance, and Problems of Authorship: Clara Schumann’s Cadenzas for
Mozart’s K. 466
Christian Leitmeir (University of Oxford)
The Sorrows of the ageing Clara Schumann: Senescence and Late Style
George Rousseau (University of Oxford)
16.30–17.00: TEA BREAK
17.00–18.00: KEYNOTE LECTURE
Chair: Joe Davies (University of Oxford)
Re-Examining Clara Schumann’s Concert Legacy: Or, How to Get Men to Say (Mostly)
What You Want
Natasha Loges (Royal College of Music)
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Saturday 15 June
9.30–10.30 SESSION 2: CLARA SCHUMANN AS TEACHER
Chair: Fabio Morabito (University of Oxford)
Deconstructing the ‘Schumann Tradition’? Clara Schumann as Teacher in Frankfurt
Annkatrin Babbe (Sophie Drinker Institut, Bremen)
Clara Schumann and her Polish Pupil Nathalie Janotha
Katrin Reyersbach (Robert Schumann Society Zwickau)
Thomas Synofzik (Robert Schumann Haus)
10.30–11.00: COFFEE BREAK
11.00–12.00 SESSION 3: TONAL NETWORKS
Chair: Joe Davies (University of Oxford)
Slipping between Hexatonic Poles: Clara Schumann’s Piano Sonata in G minor
Sarah Moynihan (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Products of an Exploratory Animus: Architectural Idiosyncrasy in Clara Schumann’s
G Minor Piano Sonata
Aleksandr Rodzianko (University of Oxford)
12.00–13.00 SESSION 4: FORMAL STRATEGIES
Chair: Joe Davies (University of Oxford)
Clara Schumann’s A minor Piano Concerto and the Development of Romantic Form
Benedict Taylor (University of Edinburgh)
Formal Innovation and Virtuosity in Clara Schumann’s Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 17
Nicole Grimes (University of California, Irvine)
13.00–14.30: LUNCH
14.30–16.30 SESSION 5: LIEDER
Chair: Laura Tunbridge (University of Oxford)
Expressive Declamation in Clara Schumann’s Lieder
Harald Krebs (University of Victoria)
Was weinst du, Blümlein? – Clara Schumann’s Sechs Lieder von Jucunde, op. 23, and
Hearing the Language of Flowers
Christopher Parton (Princeton University)
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Hidden Formal and Phrase-structure Strategies in Clara Schumann’s Lieder
Julie Pedneault-Deslauriers (University of Ottawa)
Musical and Poetic Closure in a Song by Clara Schumann
Stephen Rodgers (University of Oregon)
16.30–17.00: TEA BREAK
17.00–17.45: LECTURE-RECITAL
Chair: Susan Wollenberg (University of Oxford)
For clever hands – or for more beautiful hands? Clara Schumann as a four-hand partner
Cecilia Oinas (University of Music and Performing Arts Graz and Sibelius Academy,
Helsinki) and Anna Kuvaja (Sibelius Academy, Helsinki)
18.30: CONFERENCE RECITAL
TALBOT HALL
CLARA SCHUMANN: LIEDER AND PIANO MUSIC
AISLING KENNY, CECILY LOCK, AND CHERYL TAN
20.00: CONFERENCE DINNER
MONSON ROOM
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Sunday 16 June
10.00–11.30 SESSION 6: CLARA SCHUMANN AND HER CIRCLES
Chair: Susan Wollenberg (University of Oxford)
Clara Schumann and the Leipzig Musical Scene: Her Collaborations with the
Gewandhaus Quartet and Ferdinand David
Lukas Beck (University of Oxford)
Clara Schumann and Joseph Joachim: A Partnership Begins
Robert Eshbach (University of New Hampshire)
Clara Schumann and her Jewish Contacts
David Conway (University College London)
11.30–12.00: COFFEE BREAK
12.00–13.00: KEYNOTE LECTURE
Chair: Laura Tunbridge (University of Oxford)
Rebellion and Disillusionment: Robert and Clara Schumann after the 1848–1849
Revolutions
Susan Youens (University of Notre Dame)
13.00–14.30: LUNCH
14.30–15.15: LECTURE-RECITAL
Chair: Roe-Min Kok (McGill University)
Reimagining the Romance: Contextualising Clara Schumann’s Op. 21 and 22
R. Larry Todd (Duke University) and Katharina Uhde (Valparaiso University, Indiana)
15.15–16.15: PANEL DISCUSSION
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD
Chair: Alan Rusbridger (Lady Margaret Hall, University of Oxford)
16.15: CLOSING REMARKS
16.30: CONFERENCE ENDS
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ABSTRACTS
SESSION 1: IDENTITY
Clara – Robert’s Posthumous Androgyne
Roe-Min Kok (McGill University)
‘Imagine I were standing in front of you and thanked you silently for everything you have done for
and to me. What I am and will become I owe to myself; in part to you’ (ed. Schmidt 1913). Dated
1796, these words for Caroline Böhmer were penned by her admirer and later brother-in-law
Friedrich Schlegel. Friedrichsmeyer and others argue that Böhmer’s intelligence, independence, and
‘desire for the infinite’ catalyzed Schlegel’s writings promoting freedom and equality as necessary
to the development of full human beings (1983ff.). Reflecting the Jena Romantics’ stress on such
wholeness, Novalis and Schlegel theorized the fusion of male and female into the androgyne – a
perfect entity combining masculine and feminine qualities. For instance, in Schlegel’s Űber die
Diotima (1795), Diotima (read: Böhmer) represented for Socrates (Schlegel) an intellectual
companion unrestricted by traditional gender roles. Schlegel also believed Böhmer taught him
abstract love, or ‘the pure Goodness of a completed soul’ (ed. Behler 1958ff.). This paper analyses
Clara Schumann’s relationship with her deceased husband’s music in light of Romantic theories of
the androgyne. Following an overview of the notion’s roots in Greek philosophy and its
significance for the Jena circle via Pietism, I scrutinize Clara’s practices after Robert’s passing – her
concert programming, press notices she authored, stewardship of his autograph manuscripts. I
contend these strongly reflected her self-appointed role as his posthumous androgyne. I also
present criticism and reviews whose gendered language reinforced Clara’s androgynous perfection
and recognized her abstract love in redeeming Robert’s fragmented reputation.
The Young Prophetess in Performance
Amanda Lalonde (University of Saskatchewan)
In an 1835 review published in the Leipziger Tageblatt, Robert Schumann pronounces the young
Clara Wieck an ‘art-prophetess’ and a ‘prophesying sibyl’, and he enumerates the tempestuous
musicality and the gestural elements that caused her to embody this role. While the image of Clara
Schumann as prophetess or priestess is well-established, the performance style and musical
aesthetics typically associated with the archetype run contrary to those suggested by Robert
Schumann’s early review. For instance, Liszt’s ‘Clara Schumann’ essay of 1854 calls Schumann a
sibyl and a ‘priestess of the Delphian god’, and equates this role with her commitment to the
Werktreue ideal. Perhaps more tacitly, as scholars including Alexander Stefaniak have argued, the
priestess in Liszt’s essay and in the reception of the mature Clara Schumann more generally stands
as a model of devoted womanhood.
This paper draws attention to Clara Wieck as a prophet figure in the period before her marriage,
and argues that the performance ideals and style associated with the musical prophetic at this point
differ from those of her mature years. In her youth, the prophetic act is not understood as the
channelling of a composer’s ideal work, but rather is a mode of performance that relies on a sense
of abandon cultivated through bold physicality and an improvisatory character. I situate this reading
of Wieck’s reception in the scholarship of Romantic prophecy and contemporaneous ideas of the
prophetess or sibyl as a feminine model of ephemeral authorship.
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Creativity, Performance, and Problems of Authorship: Clara Schumann’s Cadenzas for
Mozart’s K. 466
Christian Leitmeir (University of Oxford)
Five years before her death, Clara Schumann resolved to publish her cadenzas for Mozart’s Piano
concerto in d minor, K. 466, which had formed part of her repertoire (together with K. 491) for
decades. When correcting the proofs, she suddenly realised that her own creation bore striking
resemblances to the cadenzas Johannes Brahms had written for her performance of K. 466 in 1857.
Perplexed by this discovery, she proposed to Brahms to publish ‘her’ cadenzas under his name. To
her even greater surprise, Brahms declined, recognising how much his own compositions owed to
Clara’s.
This seems to have allayed Clara Schumann’s fears. In 1891, the cadenzas appeared as her own
work. What is more, her note on the autograph of Brahms’s cadenzas does not even acknowledge
a debt, but turns Brahms into a follower of hers: ‘Brahms’ cadenza for the D minor concerto by
Mozart, which makes use of a cadenza by me.’ Around the time of publication, she passed on the
autograph of her cadenzas to a mutual friend, Friederike Sauermann. Even though Sauermann, a
singer, was above suspicions of plagiarism, she did not part easily from her autograph: ‘To
Friederike Sauermann, given reluctantly, but lovingly by Clara Schumann, September 1891’.
These self-contradictory attitudes unmask a deeper dialectic between an anxiety of influence and a
nonchalant assertion of artistic autonomy that is characteristic for performances of Classical
concertos. Cadenzas both encouraged and obliged soloists to put their own stamp on their
performance. In order to unravel this dialectic, my paper will examine Clara Schumann’s cadenzas
for K. 466 as a response to Mozart as well as to the tradition of ‘rivalling’ cadenzas written by
composer-pianists past and current.
The Sorrows of the ageing Clara Schumann: Senescence and Late Style
George Rousseau (University of Oxford)
If any composer was entitled to a late style, it is Clara Schumann, who stopped composing almost
entirely after Robert’s death and spent the next four decades (1857–1896) concertizing throughout
Europe, circulating among associates and friends (especially Brahms), and immersing herself in
domestic loss and personal tribulation. As George Eliot commented after meeting her just once,
‘she was so melancholy’. By the time Robert died Clara had composed all the works (for piano solo,
concerti, trios, and songs) for which she is remembered; and the few bits and pieces written
afterwards, which can be counted on the fingers of one hand, cannot constitute what might be
considered a ‘late style’. Robert, in contrast, enjoyed one, as Laura Tunbridge has demonstrated
(Schumann’s Late Style, Cambridge University Press, 2007). This talk explores why Clara did not
compose more (outside pressures of time) and explores her ageing selfhood psychologically,
medically, and musically as a performer selecting repertory and concert destinations in old age.
Drawing from the new Ageing Studies of the last decade as well as Late Style aesthetic theory, it
assesses the essential components of Clara’s late life until her death at seventy-six. The talk
demonstrates the uses to which Clara put personal sorrow and suffering in her mental and musical
universe from the 1860s forward and assesses how this ageing Heroic-Celebrity-Mother-Muse dealt
with senescence. Clara’s diaries, letters, relations with her children and associates in later life, and
the biographies written about her, are marshalled to form an assessment of Clara in old age.
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KEYNOTE LECTURE
Re-Examining Clara Schumann’s Concert Legacy: Or, How to Get Men to Say (Mostly)
What You Want
Natasha Loges (Royal College of Music)
Clara Schumann’s 1299 surviving concert programmes are an extraordinary, unique documentary
record of a career which lasted over six decades, alongside a busy teaching career and supporting
her family. Ostensibly, that record reveals a straightforward pattern of dedication or servitude, to
her husband first and foremost, alongside his significant antecedents and contemporaries. A closer
look, however, reveals clear traces of her own creative agency within the relatively open miscellany
format of the nineteenth-century concert. In this talk, I scrutinise how Schumann imaginatively
exploited concert programme formats in order to achieve her aesthetic aims, transforming the
concert into an exercise in historiography.
I argue that yesterday’s ‘miscellany’ anticipates today’s call for ‘diversity’, and thus may be key to
ensuring the survival of the music we love. Schumann’s concerts reveal how the principle of
miscellany, or variety, enabled the presentation of a stylistically far broader repertoire than is
normally heard today; how practices like constructing, fragmenting and interleaving multimovement works enabled her to navigate a vast potential repertoire efficiently and economically;
and how improvisation and other performance choices allowed her to forge a distinctive identity
around, through and despite the towering male musical personalities she championed. However, I
also explore some of the more problematic aspects of her legacy, including her self-silencing, and
some of the troubling attitudes to the piano which she passed on to her pupils such as Fanny
Davies and the Verne sisters.
I close with some reflections on the ontological challenges that exploring a practical musician’s life
creates for musicology, particularly when she is female, asking whether such challenges should
encourage us to re-examine our scholarly approaches.

SESSION 2: CLARA SCHUMANN AS TEACHER
Deconstructing the ‘Schumann Tradition’? Clara Schumann as Teacher in Frankfurt
Annkatrin Babbe (Sophie Drinker Institut, Bremen)
Accepting the offer to teach at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt a. M. in 1878, was an important
turning point in Clara Schumann’s artistic career. For the institution the decision was of no less
significance. International recognition and a noticeable increase in the conservatory’s reputation
ensued, as Clara Schumann would come to be known as the foremost ambassador [eigentliche
Repräsentantin] of the Hoch conservatory (cf. Cahn 1979, 66). Beside her renown as a pianist, her
success as a teacher was crucial for this development. Regarding her tenure at the Frankfurt
Conservatory, as well as private lessons, the name ‘Clara Schumann’ stood for a highly acclaimed
‘school’ that the contemporary press described as one of the ‘best traditions of an important era in
pianoforte playing’ (Musical News 1891, 103), or simply as the ‘Schumann tradition’ (Davies 1925:
215). What this ‘tradition’ exactly entails has been barely studied so far.
This paper will summarize the findings of an extensive investigation of Clara Schumann as a teacher
at the Hoch Conservatory, based on a corpus consisting of concert reviews, institutional records,
letters, (auto-)biographies, diaries, and other personal documents. It will examine the idea of a
‘Schumann tradition’ musicologically and historically, with a multi-perspective approach of
montage (Hahn 2001). The diffuse and multi-faceted character of this concept will be analysed
with regard to playing technique, repertoire, as well as interpretation and reception. Additionally, I
will consider if and to what degree this widely-cited tradition can be retraced in the recordings of
her students of the Frankfurt circle.
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Clara Schumann and her Polish Pupil Nathalie Janotha
Katrin Reyersbach (Robert Schumann Society Zwickau)
Thomas Synofzik (Robert Schumann Haus)
Nathalie Janotha (1856–1932) started private lessons with Clara Schumann in 1871. In 1874 she
moved into her teacher’s house in Berlin. This brought Clara Schumann into conflict with the
Berlin Hochschule für Musik, where Nathalie Janotha was officially the student of Ernst Rudorff.
Clara Schumann promoted Nathalie Janotha’s career in an extraordinary way. She was responsible
for Nathalie Janotha’s first public English performances in the Popular Concertsseries in 1878 and
her appointment as assistant teacher at the Hoch’sches Conservatorium in Frankfurt in 1883.
Nathalie Janotha dedicated her Mountain Scenes to Clara Schumann – these compositions were
supposed to be lost, but at least two pieces could be rediscovered. Clara Schumann preserved the
letters that Nathalie Janotha sent to her in her correspondence collection (now in the Berlin state
library). The diaries of Nathalie Janotha’s mother offer detailed material on Clara Schumann’s way
of teaching. An abridged English publication enriched with dubious anecdotal material led to an
estrangement of pupil and teacher, even though Nathalie Janotha later published a denial. In
December 1904 she recorded four piano pieces for the London Gramophone & Typewriter Co.
that document her extraordinary playing style.
SESSION 3: TONAL NETWORKS
Slipping between Hexatonic Poles: Clara Schumann’s Piano Sonata in G minor
Sarah Moynihan (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Clara Schumann’s littleexplored Piano Sonata in G minor (1841) is one of her few large-scale works
that can be heard in dialogue with sonata-form traditions. Written during a period when the form
was becoming increasing reified in pedagogical Formenlehre, Clara Schumann’s work paradoxically
eschews middle-ground diatonic polarities – arguably a crucial feature of sonata architecture – in
favour of slippages between tonics and their hexatonic poles. These slippages irrevocably change
the expected course of its movements.
This paper will provide a rigorous and long overdue analysis of what Robert Schumann described
as Clara’s ‘first sonata’. To map the tonal trajectory of the entire work, a full Schenkerian analysis
of all four movements will be presented in conjunction with a Sonata Theory approach. Not only
does the secondary zone of the first movement slip to the global tonic’s hexatonic pole, E flat,
thereby pre-empting the key of the Adagio (II), but also the Scherzo’s (III) small ternary form
moves from D to G major, thus acting as a global preparation for the hopeful outcome of the
entire work: the ‘emancipation’ of the minor mode in the finale. The paper feeds into the gradually
expanding analytical interest in Clara Schumann’s music (Michael Baker, 2018), as well as musictheorectical scholarship on nineteenth-century tonality.
Products of an Exploratory Animus: Architectural Idiosyncrasy in Clara Schumann’s G
Minor Piano Sonata
Aleksandr Rodzianko (University of Oxford)
This paper will investigate relations between the nineteenth-century, Austro-German sonata allegro
archetype and the first movement of Clara Schumann’s Piano Sonata in G minor (1841). In its
exposition, Clara’s movement sets up and engages with a typical relation between two thematic
groups, one in the global tonic (i, g) and another in the submediant (VI, E-flat). However, the
development section extends this relation via a succession of third-based, ‘flatward’ key changes,
producing a curious architectural design across the movement as a whole. This design raises
significant questions about which tonalities within it fulfil structural or non-structural functions. I
will argue that these ambiguities are products of Clara’s long-range tonal procedures developing
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initial hints at the subdominant in bb. 5 and 18. The uniqueness of Clara’s compositional approach
resides in her sourcing abnormality in form from initial and unremarkable harmonic events.
Concepts in recent neo-Riemannian literature (Cohn 2011; Tymoczko 2011; and Rings 2011) will
be reimagined and applied in order to interpret the movement’s overall design predominantly in
terms of an interplay between tonic, dominant and subdominant tonal spaces. By charting relations
between these spaces and Clara’s thematic or non-thematic sections, I will explore the procedures
outlined above. I will argue that by harnessing nascent harmonic properties of her movement’s
opening bars as sources of large-scale tonal scheme, Clara Schumann adopts a highly exploratory
compositional gambit in her search for a novel contribution to the sonata genre.

SESSION 4: FORMAL STRATEGIES
Clara Schumann’s A minor Piano Concerto and the Development of Romantic Form
Benedict Taylor (University of Edinburgh)
Clara Wieck’s Piano Concerto in A minor, Op. 7 (1835), presents a particularly intriguing example
of the formal developments that were occurring within the genre of the Romantic concerto in the
second quarter of the nineteenth century. In line with a growing number of other concertos from
this period, Wieck’s work offers a number of ‘progressive’ or non-classical traits: a unitary
exposition, truncated first-movement form, run-on movements, and cyclic thematic links between
movements. Such features can be found individually or in conjunction in other concertated works
from the preceding decade by composers such as J.B. Cramer, Spohr, Weber, Felix Mendelssohn,
Alkan and Moscheles amongst others, though what distinguishes Wieck’s work is the extent to
which she combines all these traits in a single piece. (The parallels with the A minor Piano
Concerto of her future husband, Robert Schumann, are also conspicuous, and have been observed
by earlier commentators.) Situated within the ‘Romantic Turn’ in the so-called New Formenlehre,
this paper examines the formal procedures of Wieck’s Op. 7, which is taken as an exemplary case
study of the development of Romantic form and syntax in the period after 1820. It argues that
what is distinctive about this concerto is the frequent non-congruence between tonal structure,
form-functional phrase type, thematic identity, and topic, parameters that were formerly closely
aligned but now often appear dissociated from their generically expected interrelation.
Formal Innovation and Virtuosity in Clara Schumann’s Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 17
Nicole Grimes (University of California, Irvine)
Clara Schumann’s Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 17 (1846) holds a contested place in the nineteenthcentury repertory. One of her finest compositional achievements, it was performed regularly
throughout the nineteenth century. Yet its reputation languished when compared to Robert
Schumann’s Piano Trio in D minor, op. 63, composed a year later. Clara Schumann’s Trio is usually
cited in recent scholarship merely to contextualize Robert’s trios (Daverio, 1997; Nemko, 1997),
or to exemplify her capacity for withdrawal into the private musical sphere by way of coping with
the emotional and psychological distress with which she was dealing when she composed the piece
(Reich, 1985, Rev. 2001; Ferris, 2004).
This paper considers her Trio in relation to recent approaches to the New Formenlehre, giving
particular emphasis to the closing movement. The striking pianistic virtuosity of this movement is
matched by a compositional virtuosity that significantly enhances our understanding of Romantic
sonata form. It courts formal innovation not only in the interpolation of a fugato in the
development, but also in the treatment of tonality which, amongst other seeming deformations,
flouts what James Webster calls the ‘double return.’ Clara Schumann’s innovations are explored in
relation to the Schumannian belief that only through interiority might virtuosity be legitimized and
elevated. The paper concludes with a consideration of Clara Schumann’s Trio as a formal model
for Robert Schumann’s Piano Trio in D minor, and Brahms’s Piano Trio in B major, Op. 8 (original
version).
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SESSION 5: LIEDER
Expressive Declamation in Clara Schumann’s Lieder
Harald Krebs (University of Victoria)
Many of Clara Schumann’s Lieder are characterized by unpredictable declamation, featuring
techniques such as the incongruence of poetic and musical stress, the overriding of the poem’s
lineation, and irregularity of foot duration. In my paper, I demonstrate her distinctive declamatory
techniques, using an analytical approach I have developed, which enables the highlighting of
distortions of the rhythm of the poetry.
I show that although the declamation in Clara Schumann’s 1841 songs is primarily orthodox, they
already contain indications of experimentation with unexpected, expressive declamation. In ‘Liebst
du um Schönheit’ from op. 12, for instance, the vocal rhythm deviates more and more from the
rhythm of the poetry, to match the increasingly passionate mood. In later songs, such as ‘Der Mond
kommt still gegangen’ (from op. 13, 1843) and ‘Was weinst du, Blümlein’ and ‘Geheimes Flüstern
hier und dort’ (from op. 23, 1853), there are more extensive departures from orthodox declamation.
In ‘Der Mond’, two strophes that closely follow the poetic rhythm are followed by a final strophe
in which the declamation is irregular – an apt reflection of the lyric I’s agitation as his gaze falls
upon the house of his beloved. In ‘Was weinst du’, the quirky and playful declamation matches the
mood of the poem. ‘Geheimes Flüstern’ features unpredictable elongations of syllables to highlight
particularly significant words of the poem.
My presentation will include live performances of songs as well as of hypothetical ‘normalized’
versions, or of the composer’s actual, more orthodox early versions.

Was weinst du, Blümlein? – Clara Schumann’s Sechs Lieder von Jucunde, Op. 23, and
hearing the language of flowers
Christopher Parton (Princeton University)
Clara Schumann’s Sechs Lieder von Jucunde, op. 23 (1853), give voice to the language of flowers from
Hermann Rollett’s novel. Though musicologists such as Janina Klassen (2009) have noted the
optimism of these settings, extolling the unadulterated joy of the natural world, a latent sorrow
runs through the collection. The laughter of the opening song’s Blümlein is easily mistaken for
weeping. Indeed, flowers in Rollett’s poetry are invoked to remind us explicitly that there is no joy
without sorrow, no love without loss, no beauty without decay. As op. 23 progresses, Schumann’s
subject slowly becomes deaf to the flower’s speech, replacing it with her own joyous singing, almost
in defiance to the mortal reality represented by the flowers of the fourth song, ‘Auf einem grünen
Hügel’.
In order to explicate her reproach to the mortal implications of Rollett’s flowers, this paper will
offer an intertextual reading of op. 23 alongside Schumann’s Blumenbuch für Robert (1854–1856). In
this carefully maintained collection of dried and pressed flowers, sentimental tokens of spousal
love, preserved against natural decay, are transfigured by time and loss into a funeral wreath.
Together these texts reveal a personal and multimodal Blumensprache that often struggles to come
to terms with grief. Building on Holly Watkins’s 2012 article on the floral poetics of Robert
Schumann’s Blumenstück op. 19, I will situate my discussion within larger nineteenth-century floral
discourses, showing how Clara differs from her male counterparts by not only hearing but also
speaking the language of flowers.
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Hidden Formal and Phrase-structure Strategies in Clara Schumann’s Lieder
Julie Pedneault-Deslauriers (University of Ottawa)
This paper illuminates various creative phrase-structural strategies devised by Clara Schumann in
her lieder that demonstrate her refined and flexible approach to phrase construction. Though
several scholars have noted a certain ‘squareness’ that pervades her music (e.g. Citron, Wilson
Kimber), this uniformity often proves deceptive and conceals deeper levels of complexity. Through
multiple examples, I show how Schumann overlays intricate voice-leading patterns, colorful
harmonic twists, and formal deviations that complicate the apparently regular surface articulation.
Building on recent work applying Caplinian form-functions to vocal music (e.g. Krebs, Martin,
Rodgers), I demonstrate how Schumann crafts processes of formal expansion and textural overlap
that blur phrase and hypermetrical boundaries and problematize form-functional determinations
(e.g. in ‘Der Mond kommt still gegangen’; ‘Die gute Nacht’); how she cleverly hides voice-leading
symmetries and shifts harmonic focal points away from their expected placements (e.g. in ‘Beim
Abschied’); and how she designs distinctively irregular musical phrases (e.g. ‘Sie liebten sich beide’).
Finally, I discuss how these phrase-functional techniques compound the explicit meanings of the
song-texts.
Musical and Poetic Closure in a Song by Clara Schumann
Stephen Rodgers (University of Oregon)
One of the main differences between Classical and Romantic music is the way Romantic composers
end things – the way they modify the cadential norms of their eighteenth-century predecessors. In
the past few years there has been an outpouring of scholarship on these characteristically Romantic
approaches to musical closure. The majority of this work has focused on instrumental music. Less
has been written on closure in Romantic song, where interactions between musical and poetic
closure can create an especially rich expressive environment. My presentation explores these
interactions, using Clara Schumann’s songs as a case study. A hallmark of Schumann’s Lied
aesthetic is her tendency to undermine closure at the ends of phrases – not, however, by avoiding
or deferring closure but instead by skewing it in some way, so that a phrase leads to an unexpected
kind of closure.
I focus on a particularly inventive example of this kind of skewed closure: ‘Warum willst du and’re
fragen’. The poem, by Friedrich Rückert, is about someone who pleads with her beloved to look
only to her eyes for proof of her love, not to her actions or her words. In Schumann’s song, an
antecedent is followed by a ‘failed’ consequent that leads to an emphatic HC in IV (setting the
words ‘sieh die Augen an!’). Another ‘failed’ consequent ends with an even more emphatic IAC in
IV (setting the words ‘sieh mein Aug’, ich liebe dich!’), before a final phrase repeats the declaration,
now with a structurally conclusive but rhetorically subdued tonic PAC. Schumann’s strategies of
musical closure conjoin beautifully with Friedrich Rückert’s strategies of poetic closure. By setting
the end of each phrase to similar melodic gestures, she emphasizes the similarity of Rückert’s
stanzas, each of which closes with reference to eyes; moreover, by leaving each phrase but the last
open, she underlines the fact that the speaker declares her love only at the end of the poem. At the
same time, Schumann’s idiosyncratic cadential manoeuvres add new layers of meaning to the text:
by muting the tonic PAC and amplifying the preceding non-tonic cadences, she writes an ending
that is more equivocal than Rückert’s. Her song ends with a proper tonic cadence but leaves us
with the sound of the subdominant ringing in our ears, suggesting that the real resolution – the
reciprocation of the speaker’s feelings – lies just beyond the poem’s final word and the song’s final
bar.
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LECTURE-RECITAL
For clever hands – or for more beautiful hands? Clara Schumann as a four-hand partner
Cecilia Oinas (University of Music and Performing Arts Graz and Sibelius Academy,
Helsinki) and Anna Kuvaja (Sibelius Academy, Helsinki)
While Clara Schumann was one of the most brilliant solo pianists of her time, she was also a keen
devotee of piano four hands music, playing duos regularly with members of her close circle,
including Felix Mendelssohn, Johannes Brahms and, naturally, her husband Robert Schumann.
During the nineteenth century playing four-handed music was performed mostly in private or semipublic events. However, Clara’s repertoire listings suggest that piano four-hand duos made up a
consistent part of her concert programmes: these include works by Mozart and Mendelssohn, and
also lesser-known pieces by Ignaz Moscheles and Henri Herz. Curiously, the concert listings do
not include any four-handed works by Robert Schumann. One reason may be that Clara played
these pieces mostly with Robert, who usually performed only on private occasions. Another regular
four-hand companion in Clara’s later years was Johannes Brahms, with whom she played works
such as the well-known Walzer op. 39. The coexistence between amateur and professional musicmaking is apparent in Brahms’s description of the two solo piano versions of Walzer, in which one
is ‘for clever hands and one – perhaps for more beautiful hands’.
This lecture-recital presents a collection of four-handed works and arrangements which Clara was
involved with during her lifetime. In contrast with the often-presented view that four-handed music
belongs mostly to amateur music making, works such as Mendelssohn’s Andante and allegro brillant
or Moscheles’ Grande Sonata for four hands require skilful, even virtuosic qualities. At the same
time, four-handed playing is one of the most intimate forms of music, which creates a special bond
between two pianists. The recital programme connects Clara’s two sides: her public image as a
virtuoso and a more private role as Robert’s life partner and muse.
Recital programme
Felix Mendelssohn, Andante and Allegro brillant Op. 92 (Andante)
Johannes Brahms, Walzer Op. 39 No. 6 in C sharp major
Robert Schumann, Ballszenen Op. 109: No. 3 Walzer
Brahms, Walzer Op. 39, No. 9 in D minor
Henri Herz, Grandes variations sur une marche favorite de ‘Guillaume Tell’ Op. 50
(Introduzione – Marcia – Variations I, III, & IV)
Ignaz Moscheles, Grande Sonate Op. 47 in E flat major (movement I, exposition)
R. Schumann, Piano Quintet Op. 44 in E flat major, movement III, four-hand arrangement by
Clara Schumann
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SESSION 6: CLARA SCHUMANN AND HER CIRCLES
Clara Schumann and the Leipzig Musical Scene: Her Collaborations with the Gewandhaus
Quartet and Ferdinand David
Lukas Beck (University of Oxford)
This paper outlines Clara Schumann’s place in the musical scene in Leipzig, with a particular focus
on the Gewandhaus string quartet, an ensemble led by Ferdinand David in the 1830s and 40s. Clara
Schumann rehearsed and performed chamber music with this ensemble on a regular basis during
her time in Leipzig and after. While this ensemble was one of the first institutionalised string
quartets in Germany and gave celebrated ‘quartet entertainments’ in Leipzig, it also formed many
personal bonds with the Schumann couple. The paper examines how these collaborations and
relationships influenced the music scene in Leipzig, leading to an evaluation of whether the
distinction between public and private spheres, styles, and performances are valid for this period
and place. I will explore whether the notion of circles and friendships could be considered more
representative of the conditions of performing (and composing) chamber music in this case.
Especially with the rise of public chamber music performances in the early nineteenth century, the
public-vs-private dichotomy has been widely used in scholarship in order to assess the change
within chamber music styles and performances (see, for example, Marie Sumner Lott or John
Daverio). However, I demonstrate that in the Schumanns’ case with the Gewandhaus quartet, these
aspects were blurred to such an extent that other factors, such as musical scenes and circles as well
as personal friendships, were more influential for chamber music composition (in Robert’s case)
and performance occasions (in Clara’s case). My paper will thereby expand our understanding of
the nature of Clara Schumann’s performances and relationship with the Gewandhaus quartet and
its leader Ferdinand David. Finally, it exemplifies how this collaboration and Clara Schumann’s
chamber music experiences of her Leipzig years formed the basis for her own first approach to the
genre, the Piano Trio op. 17, from a contemporary context-based point of view.
Clara Schumann and Joseph Joachim: A Partnership Begins
Robert Eshbach (University of New Hampshire)
Clara Schumann enjoyed a musical partnership with Joseph Joachim that lasted from 1853 until
the end of her life. Descriptions of their musical personae and artistic trajectories are strikingly
similar – from early performers of virtuoso showpieces to ‘priests’ of music. Nevertheless, Clara
Schumann’s influence on Joachim’s development remains largely unexplored. Recent scholarship
has revealed that Joachim’s Virtuosenzeit lasted longer than is generally acknowledged. His famous
public identification with Beethoven began almost by accident and did not become a personal
passion until his acquaintance with Bettina and Gisela von Arnim in late 1852; Katharina Uhde’s
recent recovery of Joachim’s Hungarian and Irish (Scottish) Fantasies shows that, despite significant
misgivings, Joachim was still composing and performing virtuoso works until shortly before he
grew close to the Schumanns in early 1853. Robert Schumann attempted to steer Joachim to
composition (‘I believe it – the virtuoso caterpillar will gradually be shed and a magnificent
composition-butterfly will fly out’). Though Clara was also a composer, and wrote her three violinpiano Romances for Joachim in 1853, it is evident that her influence at this critical juncture helped
confirm Joachim as a performer of canonic works, strengthening his commitment to Werktreue,
deepening his interpretive musicianship, and steering him away from Liszt and his ‘progressive’
circle. As with Brahms, Joachim’s association with Clara Schumann during the years of her
husband’s illness and death is rightly seen as noble and self-sacrificing – a young man coming to
the aid of a bereaved widow. This paper will view their relationship from a different perspective,
however, and examine how, at a difficult time of her life, Clara Schumann magnanimously
mentored and shaped her younger colleague, who would thereafter become her life-long partner
in art.
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Clara Schumann and her Jewish Contacts
David Conway (University College London)
The period from the beginning of Clara Wieck’s career as a pianist, through to that of her wooing
by, and marriage to, Robert Schumann, coincided with a period of significant growth in the number
of Jews associated with the world of art music, as performers, composers, critics, publishers and
audience. Richard Wagner’s Das Judentum in der Musik (1850) is the most notorious reaction to this
phenomenon.
Both Clara and Robert were involved with many Jewish musicians during their careers. Clara gave
her first Vienna concert in the salon of Henriette von Arnstein Pereira; Friedrich Wieck (who was
characterized by Robert as ‘wanting a Rothschild for a son-in-law’) was clearly aware of the
potential of marketing his daughter in these new musical circles. The correspondence of Robert
and Clara and their joint marriage diary mention many Jewish musicians, from the well-known such
as Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer to the almost forgotten, (e.g. Heinrich Panofka and Hermann
Hirschbach), as well as their ‘go-between’ Eduard Levy and his family. Robert is notably more
pugnacious towards these than Clara – when he disparages Mendelssohn (‘Jews remain Jews!’),
Clara meekly retracts her admiration and falls in line.
An examination of Clara’s Jewish friends and contacts in Vienna, Berlin and elsewhere during this
period, and an analysis of how they interacted with her career and how they were seen both by
herself and by Robert, will provide an overlooked context to Wagner’s bilious assessment of Jews
in music – sometimes aligned to it, sometimes very different.
KEYNOTE LECTURE
Rebellion and Disillusionment: Robert and Clara Schumann after the 1848–1849
Revolutions
Susan Youens (University of Notre Dame)
In his 1903 memoirs entitled Begegnungen (Meetings), the minor poet Hermann Rollett recounts
reading in a periodical near the end of 1853 of a newly-published cycle of songs to his poems by a
certain ‘Schumann’. When he wrote to Robert Schumann in Düsseldorf, the composer informed
him that the songs were actually composed by an even better Schumann: his wife Clara. When
Clara Schumann came to Vienna in the winter of 1856, a few months after the death of her husband
on 29 July, Rollett sought a meeting with her at which they spoke of her husband, and she presented
him with an inscribed copy of her June 1853 songs from his novella Jucunde, filled with inset-poems
sung by the characters. It was Robert, an avid reader, who evidently discovered the novella hot off
the press and commented in his diary for January 1853 that the poems were ‘very musical’. We can
guess that he gave the book to Clara and that she, in June 1853, selected six of the poems for
musical setting.
Rollett had long been a nonentity by 1903, but in his fiery youth, he was Tendenzdichter, a political
firebrand spewing openly incendiary poems. Fleeing his native Austria for various German states
from 1845 to 1851 and then Switzerland until 1854, he wrote very differently after the revolution,
but covert hints of continued adherence to his former doomed ideals are still evident. So too with
Robert and Clara Schumann: Robert’s republican sympathies were on ample display in his choral
setting of Ferdinand Freiligrath’s famous ‘Schwarz-Rot-Gold’ anthem, composed in the
revolutionary year of 1848, but thereafter, both he and Clara would signal their disillusionment and
unchanged political sympathies in a few of their songs, which might seem on the surface to be
harmless evening songs or shepherd’s farewells or spring songs but have other meanings as well.
From Robert’s ‘Des Sennen Abschied’, Op. 79, no. 22; ‘Heimliches Verschwinden’, Op. 89, no. 2;
and ‘Warnung’, Op. 119, no. 2, we arrive finally at Clara Schumann’s ‘Geheimes Flüstern’, Op. 23,
no. 3, one of her most evocative songs. It is my speculation that many of the highly sophisticated
elements of her setting hint to the cognoscenti of political failure and hope in equal measure.
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LECTURE-RECITAL
Reimagining the Romance: Contextualising Clara Schumann’s Op. 21 and 22
R. Larry Todd (Duke University) and Katharina Uhde (Valparaiso University, Indiana)
If not an idée fixe in musicological scholarship, the idea of musical exchanges within the circle of
Robert and Clara Schumann would probably count at least as a Leitfaden. Quotations and allusions
to Clara’s music in Robert’s music and vice versa are familiar enough – there are, for example, the
‘Stimme aus der Ferne’ in Robert’s Noveletten Op. 21 No. 8 that quotes the Notturno from Clara’s
Soirées musicales Op. 6 No. 2, and Clara’s Variations Op. 20 on a theme from Robert’s Bunte
Blätter, into which she artfully wove as a counterpoint a theme from her own Romance variée Op.
3. As for other members of the circle, one thinks of works by Brahms that impress as being in
dialogue with Robert’s music (e.g., the Variations Op. 9 on the same theme as Clara’s Op. 20), the
collaborative FAE Sonata created by Robert, Brahms, and Albert Dietrich for Joachim in 1853 and
performed by him and Clara, and, as a more specialized case, the counterpoint exchange between
Brahms and Joachim in the 1850s. To these examples should be added an exchange between Clara,
Robert, Joachim and Brahms, evidenced by a cluster of predominantly wistful Romances for violin
and piano, including Joachim’s Romanze in B-flat major Op. 2 No. 1 (composed by 1849), Robert’s
Drei Romanzen Op. 94 (oboe or violin, 1849), Joachim’s Romanze in C major (1850); and Clara’s
Romanzen Op. 21 for piano dedicated to Brahms, and Op. 22 for violin and piano dedicated to
Joachim (1853). This lecture-recital will explore relationships among these works and include
selected performances.
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Additional Information
Eateries
Browns
5–11 Woodstock Road
Gee’s
61A Banbury Road
Jee Saheb
15 North Parade
Old Parsonage Hotel
1–3 Banbury Road
Rose & Crown
14 North Parade
Royal Oak
42–44 Woodstock Road
Spice Lounge
193 Banbury Road
Oxford Kitchen
215 Banbury Road
Taxis
A1 Taxis: 01865 248000
001 Taxis: 01865 240000
Royal Cars: 01865 777333
Contacts
Lady Margaret Hall, Norham Gardens, OX2 6QA
Tel: 01865 274300
Website: www.lmh.ox.ac.uk
Conference email: c.s.conference@torch.ox.ac.uk
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